cal experts on television-even pop songs broadcast on the radio chimed in. The message was uniform: the minority that is different should not be discriminated against by the majority that is normal but should be tolerated since socialist society calls for the integration of all its members.
The high water mark of this campaign was reached the night the Wall fell when Heiner Carow's feature film Coming Out premiered in East Berlin. This film about a young male high school teacher struggling with and gradually assuming his gay identity became the box-office hit in the year left to the GDR between Wende and reunification. The public identified not necessarily with the gay subject matter with the quest for one's own identity at odds with the declared social norm.
Yet the campaign for tolerance and integration in the waning years of the GDR can only be understood as a (late) reaction to mounting internal pressure. Changing the criminal code was a relatively easy step. All it involved was an act of fiat by the ruling Socialist Unity Party (SED) . One of those involved later compared it to an act of enlightened absolutism which had little connection with popular support. The more interesting question concerns its motivation. Decriminalization and the effort at tolerance were undertaken under mounting pressure from a rapidly emerging gay rights movement that had been organizing and expanding in the Lutheran church since the early 1980s.1 The attempts by lesbians and gay men a decade earlier, in the early 1970s, to organize in a secular venue at the same time that the West German and American gay lib movements were getting underway, were thwarted by the party and police. The gay men holding a placard signed by a selfavowedly socialist Berlin gay group welcoming visitors in East Berlin to the world youth festival held there in 1973 were beaten bloody by uniformed members of the communist youth organization. Where the first attempts in the 1970s to organize an East German gay lib movement were stifled in the cradle, the rights movement of the 1980s convened in the churches and was thus protected by the only institution outside of immediate state control. The SED and its state were highly suspicious of and perturbed by the church-based lesbian and gay rights movement. The state security apparatus looked askance at their international connections and pegged them as "dissocial elements" and possible fomenters of social dissent manipulated by the "class enemy" to the immediate west.' 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] , Art. 10 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/10 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1439
It was consequently essential to take the wind out of the sails of the rapidly expanding church groups. One way of doing that was by initiating reforms to defuse the situation. The other was by furthering new, non-church-based gay groups with links to the SED and express political allegiance to the state, in the hopes that these well-financed new groups and social nights for gays in the statecontrolled youth clubs would draw away the church groups' membership. If this was not possible, then at least the church groups could serve the function of indispensable information collectors: their participant lists, their meetings, lending patterns of their library books, discussions, and plans for info stands at church congresses were all meticulously reported by gay men and lesbians who had become informants ("informelle Mitarbeiter" or IM) for the state security apparatus, the notorious "Stasi."
The progressive face the GDR assumed outwardly toward homosexuals in its last years masks these underlying motivations and deflects attention from a continuing practice of chicanery and intolerance at the hands of the state. What follow are two highly illustrative examples of official attitudes and administrative practice. The first is a quotation from Hermann Axen, the Central Committee member responsible for ideological purity:
Wir trennen uns von all denen, die eM falsches Verhaltnis zu unserem Staat, zur Filrstenberg train station, on the excuse that the transportation police were conducting a search, we eleven women exclusively were detained, our identity papers were collected and we were told to wait in the main hall of the station that had been cleared of other travellers. Only the eleven of us, twenty transportation police, and the two gentlemen in civilian clothes already mentioned remained. After about a quarter of an hour we were encircled by about thirty riot police and driven with insults, pushes, shoves, and arm holds to a police truck about 100 meters off.
With expressions such as: "Get on up there, go on go on, hurry up. You'll be able to sit your ass flat enough later on!"
we were driven onto the flatbed truck under constant verbal and physical abuse. On the truck, that first waited for a long time, then started to drive through Fiirstenberg and environs, we were watched over by five men in uniform. . . . They regaled us with such 4 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] The existence of prejudice against homosexuality results from material and ideational conditions of pre-socialist forms of society. At various periods of time the ruling classes of the moment-corresponding to the concrete, historical circumstances-made use of the rejection of same-sex behavior and desire in order to accomplish their political goals more effectively. They discriminated against homosexuals and claimed that they were responsible for a variety of societal circumstances. (133) Two themes emerge here, as they did from the conference as a whole:
(1) prejudice has its origins in pre-socialist society and has no place in a socialist society;
(2) discrimination against homosexuals has historically been connected to arbitrary and discriminatory ways of maintaining certain political and social hegemonies.
The church groups and their leaders on the one side and the academic Marxists on the other, separate though they were, were nonetheless united by a common determination to bring about social change in view of a discriminated minority. They created mounting pressure for the existing system to expand the limits of its legal and social tolerance. Konflikte lief es auch nicht, aber leben war nicht mehr lebensgefahrlich" 'I was politically educated enough to know that such things were impossible under the new conditions. It didn't go without conflicts, but living was no longer highly dangerous' (Lemke 30 The second, less readily apparent intent of this collection of gay life stories is far more politicized and is contained in its constantly repeated refrain: socialism is a political and social system that signifies the historical liberation from fascism, and such a historically valenced socialism is depicted by the gay men of these protocols as an actually experienced superior moral system that has put their personal lives in order. "Bei uns steht der Mensch im Mittelpunkt" 'In our country, the human being stands at the center of things,' as Bert, the last of the interviewees, a worker, puts it (257). Gay men's lives narrated-and published-as proof of the success of East Germany's socialism?
Postunification True Confessions
The radical demands for social justice, criticisms of historical forms of oppression, and strategies designed to combat the causes of their marginalization energetically brought into the open by gay people during and immediately after the Wende seem to have evaporated in postunification Germany without a trace. A thesis like "Schwules hat Sinn nicht als Sonderabteilung, sondern NUR in der Dimension, die burgerliche `Heterosexualitat' zu paralysieren" `Queerness makes sense not as a special area unto itself, but ONLY in its dimension of paralyzing bourgeois "heterosexuality," ' formulated by Olaf Briihl at the height of the Wende and shot through with the principle of hope of those days, is now nowhere to be found (114 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] , Art. 10 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/10 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1439 published so far, write for the market. This strategy has so far concentrated on two genres: sleek Krimis set in Ossiland and sensationalist confessions: I was a gay spy for the Stasi. Firma Guck and Horch uses a 19-year-old boy to land (or better: to bed) international diplomats! With Andreas Sinakowski's Das Verhor (The Interrogation) a new genre joined the diary and the protocol/interview to tell the truth of gay men's lives in the GDR. Not only that, these particular confessions (which had begun as interviews, as the editor/interviewer Frank Goyke informs the reader in the foreword) suggest they are part of a larger process for discovering, uncovering the hidden historical events of the GDR period: the confession as "Vergangenheitsbewaltigung." Are they that?
Despite all the reassurances by Frank Goyke in his foreword attesting to the veracity of Sinakowski's confessional narrative, his carefully chosen wording gives the reader reason for pause: " [kb] lege meine Hand dafiir ins Feuer, daB sich alles wie beschrieben zugetragen haben kann." 'I would lay my hand in fire that everything can have happened the way described here' (Sinakowski 10). How is this to be taken? "Everything can have happened the way it is described here"-but it is not necessarily the way it did happen. Goyke suggests a fundamental substratum of truth despite any literary reworking or failing of memory over events now distanced by years; a fundamental correspondence with true events despite occasional-unintentional-aberrations. in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] January, 1982: "Kann man dariiber sprechen? Homosexualitat als Frage an Theologie und Gemeinde." This conference was the first not only to tackle issues connected with gayness but also to include lesbians and gay men among the conference participants. The discussion concentrated on two main issues: 1) using the insights of modern sexology to diminish prejudice and widespread faulty conceptualizations of homosexuality;
2) providing a framework for lesbians and gay men to meet and discuss issues concerning them, with a view to furthering self-acceptance.
As a measure of the needs that this conference addressed, and its success, groups (Arbeits-und Gesprachskreise in the terminology of the Church) were formed that same year (1982) 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 1 [1998] , Art. 10 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss1/10 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1439 the Church. "Politically negative and adversarial forces" saw such groups, as an official Stasi report from Magdeburg put it in 1983, as "grass roots organizations for political underground activities" and planned to make use of them for the purposes of "internal opposition" (qtd. in Stapel 6) . Although they were not in fact politically organized, lesbians and gay men represented for the Stasi a reservoir of political opposition, and as such they were systematically spied on. Eddi Stapel, one of the main organizers of the church group movement in the early 1980s and during the Wende head of the Leipzig-based national gay political action group (Schwulenverband Deutschlands) , told me the story of how a young man in prison for manslaughter had been released early by the Stasi specifically to sleep with and spy on Stapel and his church group. Letters to or from Stapel were opened or never delivered, telephone conversations tapped. An official Stasi memorandum on the infiltration and destruction of groups (Zersetzung) provides detailed instructions on how to destroy a group from within by, among other things, seeding mistrust, especially the suspicion that other members of the group are Stasi spies. After the citizens' grass roots groups broke into and occupied Stasi headquarters throughout the country, one such Stasi report on gay church group surveillance anonymously made its way to Stapel. It simply appeared in his mailbox one day. It outlines the systematic way in which correspondence with West Germany was opened, the identities of those present at group meetings was kept track of, and, most importantly of all, the sense of a secret conspiratorial movement that was fundamentally opposed to the interests of the state was invented and kept alive.
One of the myths about gay people that the Stasi subscribed to was that they were fundamentally asocial and easy prey for foreign information gathering services. Yet according to the coming out studies by Professor Erwin Gunther at the University of Jena, the first fairly large-scale questionnaire sent out to homosexuals in the mid-eighties, around 20% of the respondents indicated that they were members of the East German communist party (SED) , and others were members of other state and party organizations, indicating far more social integration and involvement than the Stasi myth allowed for. subsequent social policy. Although hosted by the medical profession, the conference was broadly interdisciplinary in intent. It included not only medical doctors, but also psychologists and sexologists, marxist philosophers and journalists, and especially important, as in the Church conference that had preceded it, lesbians and gay men to speak for themselves in their own voices.
Equally important is who did not attend. Gunther Dorner, an endocrinologist at Humboldt University, was conspicuously absent. His notion that human homosexuality is caused by hormonal imbalances in the fetus brought on by prenatal stress in the mother, and its corollary that fetuses can be tested for such hormonal imbalances (opening the possibility of aborting them), an idea stemming from laboratory research with rats, were again and again mentioned-and massively criticized. This rejection of DOrner's ideas marked a break with nineteenth-century notions of homosexuality as pathology and set the emerging public discussion of the issues surrounding homosexuality on a track that was both morally and socially responsible.
